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Aero + Slalom handcrafted made by Challenger Sails, a name of a very good quality about
construction and performance that over the years has earned much esteem and results in the
race windsurfing world.
All this was possible thanks to a wise, accurate and passionate work of research and
development between the team factory, the sail designer Claudio Badiali and the excellent
national and international team riders.
Another important thing of these sails is that they are cut, assembled and produced in the
Italian factory: Challenger sails is located in Senigallia (Marche), directly from the sail designer
Claudio Badiali and his team of sailmakers, with more than 30 years of experience, armed in the

sail loft for the final check and finally delivered to riders all over the world: from here the name
"handcrafted".
Developed for the discipline of Slalom Fin and the new Foil format (Slalom and Course racing),
the 2021 Aero+ has a range of sail sizes from 5.4 to 10mq and present itself with a sober but
elegant line and the possibility of multiple graphic colours.
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AT THE BEACH
The Challenger Sails Aero + 2021 is a pure race sail: 4 camber and 7 battens: 2 central Maxi cams
and two lower and upper Asy cams (normal) to promote rotation, power and stability. Made for
racing, Aero+ has many refinements about materials, light but also precise and studied in the
right places.
At the first sight, the sail is very light and compact. Grease oriented to the mast and in constant
reduction starting from the base until the leech.
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IN THE WATER
You are immediately surprised on the lightness of the sail, every size seems one meter less, but
this is the keys to the best use of the Aero+ handcrafted, in this way you can use a trim (also for
the board and fin) more oriented to the maximum speed rather than control.
Planing start: fast but without "tears off you”. It on about the rider's needs and wishes: you can
have burning or gradual acceleration.
Surfing on the reach, the Aero give credits to its name: seems to have no speed limits itself,
excellent performance in a wide range of use from light to strong wind.
Overpower conditions: as I said before, the Aero+ is a pure slalom sail, and gives the best in this
situation, firm and solid in the hands, it gives a great feeling of control at high speeds, inviting
you to "press down on the accelerator".
Medium wind and underpower: playing on the clew adjustment on the boom, you can effectively
pass the wind holes while maintaining a good average speed.

Tack and jibe: slalom does not require too many tricks, but efficiency. With the Aero+ 2021 you
have maneuverability, stability and lightness that are be needed to do quick, fluid and powerful
maneuvers; you can easily perform tight or wide jibes in the multiple racing situations between
marks and racers. I can say without any doubt that The Aero 2021 is satisfying about all these
needs very well.
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